
Adventure



“Daen Thong Bhudda’s relics”
“D

More Travel,
More Fun,
Lasting Friendships

The vigor and liveliness from the purity and serenity of the unadulterat-
ed and mostly uncharted nature will open a new page to life where you 
will learn that conquering challenging goals and overcoming your own 
limits is the greatest trophy to will bring you pride, and yet you will still 
get astounding sceneries and lungful of clean air as tokens.

about 7 to 8 caves up to the end some 

what you will see from atop the relic will be 

Adventure



“test your courag
e at Nam Wa Rafting”

“Phop Chok Buddha’s relics”

“Nam Wa Rafting”

Nakhon Nayok or Prachin Buri before, those are considered for 



“calm and soothing music with traditional

instruments like ‘salo,’ ‘so,’
 and ‘pin,”

“เก็บเห็ด”“เก็บเห็ด”

“Trekking and foraging”

 

wanted to collect ‘dan’ or ‘takrai’ mushrooms the we fell in 

mushrooms, for you to pick, but if you were not there by 





“Yok Yo fishing”



“Your local guru w
ill teach you ho

w to 

choose edible 
mushroom ”
each you h

mushroom ”

the device called ‘yo’ that is a net with square holes strapped onto bamboo stalks, which you throw into the water 

these past two days that we could consume more and 

Contacts for 
tourism:

rural road for 37 kilometers

Directions:

Best time to travel:



“Mushroom hunting activity”g activityy””

“catching crabs to make nam pu”

“Mu

Target audience:

Trivia:

Preparations:

up of plains with three rivers, Muap, Pi, and 

Values and
impressions gained:

Activities with
local communities:



 

“Banana Chips”

“Daen Thong Bhudda’s relics”

•

• 

“Trekking to Sali cave”

“Ban Nam
Muap Homestay”

Tourist attractions:

like dance rehearsal, basketworks, and also local spa where 
you can relax and purchase locally made quality herbal 

Accommodations:

Souvenirs and
must-haves:

 • ‘Brake taek’ banana chips
 • ‘Nam pu’

 • Basketworks and bamboo cups



Day 1
cliff to pay respect to Pop Chok Buddha’s relics, then explore the cave to see the bat 
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Ban Nam Muap

Daen Thong Bhudda’s relics

Chao Pho Chang Nga Daeng

Viewpoint

Sali cave

Phop Chok Buddha’s relics

Nam Wa Rafting

Doi Smoe Dao
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